MAKINGOF
HYDORAH
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I wander through the depths of space.
As long as I have a breath of life i will live free,
in this sea without a future, under my own flag...

THE FLAG OF THE SKULL
Captain Harlock

Yeah! I know you like my curtains

I was bored with another project when I decided to
stop and take a breath. I took some good NES SHMUPs
to play, and while playing, I was amazed again by the
simplicity and the beauty of games like Gradius, Abadox,
Salamander and others, so I decided to freeze the project
and start making a NES looking game, with the typical
enemies and bosses, spawned over 5 or 6 simple levels...
Nothing special, just for the fun of making it.
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I did some little sketches, some 8bit style sprites and
backgrounds, some coding and... what if I make it a little
bigger, with more detailed graphics but still simple?
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The final version of the same level. 26/5/2010

I wanted to build a game for people who played those
games in the past, and are tired of playing the same
games again with emulators. They don’t need anyone
to tell them how to play, how to evade enemies and
discover the weak points of the bosses, how to deal with
the surroundings or how to discover secrets... It should
be played as a sequel of every predecesors.

One early version of the Cyclades level. 24/5/2008

Locomalito

MAIN IDEA

GRAPHICS AND PROGRAM

I played thousand of SHMUPs when I was a kid, I remember
some of them pretty well, but while working on Hydorah
I studied them hard to take out the real good stuff from
each one, and by the way I also discovered some obscure
and great games.
Finally, and due to my own limitations, I stablished that
in the best of the cases I could make a game in the
quality line of arcade Gradius II or III (of course they were
published more than 20 years ago, so noone can do a
better game anymore, LOL!).

SO YES! HYDORAH IS THE BASTARD
SON OF irem, KONAMI, COMPILE,
MANFRED TRENZ AND MANY OTHERS.
I wanted it to have the intensity of 80s games and the
dark and colorful ambience of 70s movies, where spaceage adventures had also some magical features like gods,
demons, heroes, ... with little explanations and many things
left to the imagination. It also should be challenging, and
require some pretty evasive movements, counter attacks,
with power limitations and decisive selections.
So I started planning a huge game, with lots of levels
and enemies, different ways to reach the end, secrets,
unlockable weapons, two endings, ... something that
can be called an space adventure, more than a shooting
game.

Drawing at nights.

Planning things is vital for me if I want to come to an end
someday, but the coolest thing of working alone in many
aspects of a game, is that I can do whatever I want in each
moment, and also I can do nothing at all if I feel weak or
tired for real life reasons.
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In Hydorah like in every game, there is a lot of stuff to take
into consideration, but anyway it has not been planned
100% before starting the computer work. Many things
have been improvised, I really think that this is the way
a developer can print a soul to his game, letting the daily
mood influence the design. So I worked on dark and slow
levels when I felt blue, and in powerful parts when I felt
good. Is cool cause no company can afford to work this
way, and I reaffirm my idea of handmade games.

This is my design studio!
...and this is why people like me
are called bedroom developers.
I really think that there is no better possible studio for
taking ideas than your own bed, where you forget about
the daily life and start to dream about a lot of things.
I have been drawing stuff for games since I had my first
math book, dreaming of making games. Now that I can
make them, I draw at nights before falling asleep.

There are many things never included in the final version.
Other have changed so much that have nothing to do
with their originals. For example: the map room and the
weapon selection have been totally changed about 5
times before the last ones, even it they were completely
finished and functional. Some levels also changed an
uncountable number of times. Those changes took a
lot of time, but every step back has been good cause it
helped me to improve things.

The notebook is the central pillar of my games, I use one
or two notebooks with grids for each project cause grids
are very useful to take references of the ingame object’s
size and the aligment and position of the tiles.
But not everything is so clear, I draw messed ideas and
also I usually fill the whole page before moving to the
next (thinking of the trees), so in most of the cases each
page is only readable by me (LOL!).
Another important thing I do with the notebook are “the
lists“, wich are notes of the steps I have to do next with
a small square in the left, so I can draw a “/“ inside the
square if I started the task, and an “X” if I finished it.

Some stuff designed in the notebook #1

Entrance to the temple of Dunarys.
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that those days there are many casual gamers playing,
who don’t want to suffer while playing, and get frustrated
if they die one time after another. Almost every game now
is thought for them, also for marketing reasons (Every
game must be beaten, so a sequel can be sold later). On
the other hand, there are a few people who spent years
playing and become hardcore, and feel frustration while
easily killing a giant screaming monster that get out of
an ultra intimidating cutscene. Those players want to
play a game as if where a sport, enjoying the game and
improving their skills in order to reach “the glory“ of the
victory. Of course, cause they are a minority, companies
do not risk their earnings with them, but then again,
freeware games has nothing to loose (maybe some
insults from frustrated players, LOL!).

programming knowledge, but it also has a programming
language called GML, which increase the range of
possibilities and allows to make almost every 2D game
that I has seen in the era of the 8-16 bits, which is enough
for me :-)

I use two small BUT powerful
programs to make games, Game
Maker and Iconomaker.

Drawing sprites with Iconomaker.

Game Maker is very popular cause it lets newbies make
games, and it has a low price. It has a drag and drop
interface that allow people to make games without

I like working with few resources,
it makes me focus only on what is
important for the gameplay.

This kind of game is not like a walkthrough, they must be
played and replayed in order to master each level. So the
fun comes when you can easily kick the ass of an enemy
who killed you before, cause you learned how to do it.

I think there are many games out there those days,
some of them are really good, but many require hours
of playing in order to achieve something significative,
like completing a task or beating a level. In the arcade
times, an entire game could be completed in less than
an hour, and thats very useful for busy people (like me),
who has little time to play each day, and also wants to do
something else after playing.

Also, a freeware game don’t have to justify his price
injecting lots of boring tasks or cutscenes to make it longer.
I cut every dead moment and left only action parts.
I thought a lot about the dificulty. When I first released
the demo, many people commented that it was “insanely
hard”, but a few took the time to write me asking for the
game to stay this hardness, cause they love it. I noticed

Iconomaker is an icon editor for Windows, but accidentally
it’s also the most powerful sprite editor I know by far. As
long as it can hold any number of “icons” with different
sizes, and navigate over the images with the arrow keys,
I can assemble animations, limit the palette color for
sprites (not the same with backgrounds), and many cool
and handy features. It also has a low cost, so I get all my
software equipment for less than 50€.
In the end, 16 levels, 27 sublevels, 77 enemy units, 30
bosses and 49 music tracks were created for the game,
and also 2 different endings and 6 secrets for the
brightest players.
I lost almost every HP making this game,
so I hope you like it.
Locomalito

Developing Hydorah with Game Maker.

:-)
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My home studio, with a special drink

At least 50 pieces (over 55 minutes) have been developed
to form the whole set. And not only the music: Special
effects created from synthesizers and live recording are
the other challenging part of this particular project.
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The music in Hydorah covers a high variety of styles
and objetives, but the main concept is the synthesizer
sound itself. Just like those old school videogames, I
wanted to make an action arcade soundtrack, with some
mystery and dark passages and selected orchestral
moments. I composed all stuff with a computer and
some external sources.
Recording set: Condenser mic, good headphones and studio monitors

Making the soundtrack for
Hydorah has been a hard
task, and all that I had was
my memories when I was 12-16
and played all those fantastic
Konami msx videogames.

Gryzor87

MUSIC AND FX

First, what Hydorah’s special environment was supposed
to be? Locomalito told me: just like a son of that games,
modern and vintage at the same time, but after all: the idea
of fantasy and space together. I put hands on working and
came up with a preliminary piece (hydorah_test.mp3) That
was the first step. Since then, I’ve never stopped working
and researching until the final result was achieved.

The main software supports unlimited tracks, so you can
imagine a lot of orchestral arrangements (battlefront1,2.
mp3), but a massive use of retrosynthesizers in addition
of some orchestral sounds are the core of the soundtrack.
And of course, a secret weapon...

multitrack arrangement on Battlefront
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The Flemish Virginal (1622 year model)
I built, and two condenser microphones to capture stereo sound
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In 2005, I built a Renaissance
keyboard known as Muselaar
or Flemish Virginal, and
Locomalito asked me to make a
piece for Hydorah with it.
I composed three: Meropticon, Dancing Blocks and
Death Interception. It took me a year and half to build it,
but after all it has a beautiful sound, between the harp
and nylon guitar. This particular kind of harpsichord
could be considered the ‘grandfather’ of the piano.

Who knows if a muselaar sound is needed in the next
Castlevania... (hehe)

But Locomalito and I are both good friends. There was
nothing to afraid, and there was nothing to lose.

Most of the pieces and fx were created in this studio, but more
surprises were about to come. First, Hydorah was planned to
be a simple SHMUP video game, with 5 or 6 short levels, so
I thought it would be an intense but easy work. I was totally
wrong! Locomalito came up with 17 levels and 25 bosses,
and I said: “OMG! This is a complete challenge”.

In fact, I had a primitive idea of one piece long time
ago before Hydorah was born, for a game like this, and
when I showed it to my friend, he liked it very much. I’m
talking about the piece called Klaverona (parts 1 and 2)
Everything was working fine and I began to ensemble all
the stuff step by step.

Condenser mic detail

Keyboard detail (Not USB)

Rosette carved in wood (flower trapped in star)

Mixer, Tube Preamp and Synth-module (Korg 05/W)

It has been a long production process: first, tuning the
muselaar properly, then put the microphones strategically
in phase in order to catch the sound with all the properties
and no waveforms cancellation. Then, sampling note by
note and key releases included. A powerful software
was used to clean the line/mic/ambient noise and other
elements from the samples. And finally, I put all together
into a virtual instrument.
I decided to make four different recordings: two
temperaments (tuning systems) by two microphone
techniques (parallel and crossed). The results are four
virtual models of the instrument for further use.
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Full equipped DAW: Fatar VMK-176 piano touch keyboard, KRK
studio monitors, and a powerful computer. That’s all I need.

Also, there are a few vocal tracks in the soundtrack, one of
them located on a very dangerous stage. The lyrics:
14
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SCYLLA
Scylla se dadid nu for psal neaé dorem
Arove de tyatam, Al-lycs
Scylla selibed sol sodota arepsé
Arove de tyatam, Al-lycs
Harodyh ho! Ay olatam!
Scoring the final stage (Meropticon) with the muselaar

Strange language, isn’t it? There is an explanation. If you
find the last of the ingame secrets, you will know it...
And finally, here are the lyrics for the end credits song:

A second studio was created
during Hydorah developement.
That happened when I moved from one house to
another: This time I had knowledge enough to build a
useful and comfortable Digital Audio Workstation. Since
every single detail was took into account, there was no
doubt about the result.
The keyboard rests on a roller stand, so I can hide it or
take it out to play. The music for the final stages has been
created in this studio, and many of the SFX as well.

SOMET NAC
Luzá seen u son euq los lé
Somal baheuq aug ne la la nu
Somer belec
Somet navel
Sared nabsal
Somet nac
Ogell zapal euq rop
Somid netné sodot od nauc

I hope you enjoy the music and playing the videogame as
much as me... If you find it a hard one, don’t give up! Take
a little time to practise on some levels and deal with the
dangers, and it will be enough to become an AAA-Class
Space Pilot.

See you next.
Best wishes,
Gryzor87

:-)

Lappy and his buddy,
man best friend.

From the start Hydorah was intended to be a game that
would bring back all characteristics of arcade space
shooters.
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Second poster has been done in PS from the start. It
was right after beta release. It’s something like a second
part of the story initiated in the first poster. You can all
be sure that situation of having your ship wrecked is
more than common in this game :-D.
So... Prepare to die and have fun!
I hope You’ll appreciate my work because its not an
ordinary situation to have a drawing prepared by... a
political science student ;-)
Marek Barej

Hydorah’s poster, early version.

One of the main goals was to develop old feeling of
hardcore difficulty level. I’ve concentrated on that while
designing both covers. This is why they show what can be
called a “U have failed my friend” situations.

Marek Barej

COVER ART

First cover shows our protagonist in his spaceship
desperately trying to escape before explosion. It wasn’t
easy to draw it because it was long before the beta release.
I had to prepare the spaceship from in-game screenshots
uploaded by Locomalito. This is why early version of the
poster shows different approach to the machine, its more
compact and sf-like. Same situation with the space suit.
This poster has been designed in Art Rage 2.5 which is a
great and simple drawing tool. Then again final release
has been improved in photoshop CS3.
Illustration for the second poster.
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Waterfalls into the rock.

Many people helped me in the
long days of work, some of them
think that they have helped only
a little, but when one man is
walking alone through a long
road, it’s really great to feel
that others are there too, with
their own ideas, but walking in
the same direction.
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GRYZOR87 and MAREK BAREJ collaborated with me
before, and don’t hesitate to do it again when I call them
for working in Hydorah. They also will be team again for
the next project, wich is great.
CANOUG was shy to start singing, but overcame her fears
to face the same Scylla with her sweet voice. She also did
a great job with the final song.
JACOBO GARCÍA and ROMAN EMPRESS joined Gryzor87
to put voices to the in-game characters. The results have
been some interesting and varied dialogs.

Friends

IOSOMEWHERE was the first external help with the
testing, it was cool to exchange long e-mails about
videogame culture with him.

HELPING A LOT
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CHRIS GOLDIE helped me evaluating some aspects of
the menu interface, and giving useful tips.
INDIE DEVELOPERS, PLAYERS and WEBSITES who are
helping to turn videogames into a true culture, full of
different ideas and ways.

Thank you!

For being there reading all this stuff.
Play hard and have fun!
Locomalito

AVIRRERE, DOMINIC TARASON and GRAHAM GORING
joined after the demo release for beta testing, they helped
a lot balancing the difficulty and reporting some bugs.
An then again after the release, spreading the game.
HEAVY STYLUS also joined the testing squad, but he is
supporting me since 8bit Killer release, and now he is also
working in his own projects, wich will be for sure cool :-)

:-P
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www. locomalito.com

